Abstract: Hypoglossal nerve stimulation (HNS) is an increasingly widespread OSA treatment. It is a non-anatomical modifying surgery able to achieve an adequate objective and subjective result with a reasonable complication rate. HNS exploits the neurostimulation to reduce upper airway collapsibility providing a multilevel upper airway improvement within a single procedure. Proper patient selection has a fundamental role in determining an adequate long-term clinical outcome. All patient candidates for HNS undergo a standard comprehensive sleep medicine assessment and upper airway surgical examination. Several features should be assessed preoperatively in order to predict patients' response to HNS treatment. In particular, the assessment of OSA severity, BMI > 32 Kg/m 2 , collapse pattern during drug-induced sleep endoscopy (DISE), and many other parameters, is central for a good patient selection and customization of OSA treatment. HNS is indeed one of the most promising tools in the widespread context of personalized sleep medicine. HNS is an adjustable medical device that could be titrated in order to improve HNS effectiveness, maintaining patient comfort. Moreover, HNS provides the opportunity for patients to play an active role in their own care, with a potential improvement in therapy adherence and efficacy. This review summarizes the current evidence in patient selection for HNS, highlighting the reasons behind the optimistic future of this OSA treatment in the context of personalized medicine.
Introduction
Obstructive sleep apnea (OSA) is probably the most common sleep breathing disorder in the adult population. [1] [2] [3] The overall prevalence ranged from 9% 4 to 38% 5 in some cohorts, and it is expected to increase in the near future due to the recent spreading of obesity. 6, 7 The most used objective measure to quantify OSA severity is the number of apneas or hypopneas per hour (apnea hypopnea index, AHI) that the patients suffer during sleep. The repeated episodes of complete (apnea) or partial (hypopnea) upper airway obstruction determine a repeated oxygen desaturation and sleep fragmentation. 8 As a consequence, moderate-severe OSA determines an increased cardiovascular risk in the long-term period, and it represents an independent risk factor for all-cause mortality. 9 Moreover, this chronic condition is emerging as a major health problem due to productivity loss and healthcare-associated costs.
First-line treatment for OSA patients is continuous positive airway pressure (CPAP) regardless of OSA severity. Alternative surgical approaches may be offered depending on the patient's risk factors, anatomy and preferences. However, although CPAP is currently the standard for OSA treatment, the low adherence in the long-term period has driven the search for new treatment options. 11, 12 In this context, the Hypoglossal Nerve Stimulation (HNS), first described in 2001, 13 represents one of the last surgical innovation. Traditional OSA surgical approaches seek to increase upper airway patency by removing redundant soft tissue, and modifying the anatomical structures involved in the obstruction. Although a similar functional result is obtained, HNS lead to an increased upper airway patency maintaining the physiological anatomical structures. 14 In particular, HNS enhances the upper airway neuromuscular tone in order to reduce the collapsibility, which is thought to be the primary pathophysiological basis for OSA. 15, 16 Three different systems are now available in the market. The Inspire Medical System ® (Inc., Maple
Grove, MN) stimulates the genioglossus muscle fibers of the tongue thanks to the placement of the stimulation lead directly over the ending hypoglossal nerve fibers. On the other hand, the ImThera ® system stimulates both tongue protrusors and retractors in order to stiffen the posterior aspect of the tongue and pharyngeal walls, thanks to the more proximal location of the electrodes. Recently, the new Genio™ system (Nyxoah SA, Mont-Saint-Guibert, Belgium) has recently obtained CE Mark approval (2019) after finishing successful clinical trials. 17 Its principal difference is that the energy battery is placed outside of the body and the stimulator implant (SI) is designed to be placed in the chin area, like a "saddle on a horse" on the genioglossus muscle, in contact with both branches of the hypoglossal nerve with the advantage of bilateral nerve stimulation. HNS provides a multilevel upper airway improvement within a single procedure, similarly to extensive multilevel demolitive surgery. 18 Although it remains to be proven, the mechanical coupling of the tongue to the palate and pharyngeal walls would seem to allow a retro-palatal airway opening other than the more obvious retro-lingual improvement. 19 In the last years, several prospective studies on HNS have been published, and a recent meta-analysis showed that this non-anatomical modifying surgery is able to achieve an adequate long-term objective and subjective clinical outcome with reasonable complication rate. 20 Moreover, this new OSA treatment is getting more and more refined thanks to the device implementation, and a better establishment of patient selection and follow-up. The main drivers directly affecting the long-term clinical outcome are therefore the careful patient selection, the accurate placement of the stimulation electrodes during surgery, and the advanced titration therapy for muscle recruitment optimization. In particular, it was demonstrated that the refinement of the inclusion criteria is able to improve the clinical outcome, increasing the surgical success rate. 21 Although HNS could be modulated post-operatively, the specific assessment of patients' pre-implantation characteristics is fundamental in order to better customize OSA management and choose the correct treatment. The purpose of this paper is to review the preimplantation patient selection process with particular interest in the specific predictors of HNS success. In addition, we seek to describe the promising relationship between HNS and the concept of personalized medicine, now increasingly central in OSA long-term management.
Patient Selection and Efficacy Predictors
Pre-operative patient selection assumes a central role in OSA surgical management regardless of the surgical procedure ( Figure 1 ). As a general rule, if patients are well selected and the procedures are carefully chosen, the clinical outcome could be outstanding and well tolerated in the long-term period. As already mentioned, the role of patients selection for HNS is highlighted by some feasibility studies performed with different stimulation systems. In particular, Van 23 The reasons for HNS failure are as numerous.
These are mostly related to wrong patient selection, other than inadequate placement of the stimulating electrode, having other sleep disorders like insomnia or psychological factors that do not allow for a correct establishment of the stimulating voltage of the device. Therefore, we must bear in mind that even though we might think we have the perfect candidate for HNS implantation, we might be surprised that the device does not work as well as expected. In these cases, the patient may require more counseling and follow-ups in order to better customize the treatment. All patient candidates for HNS undergo a standard comprehensive sleep medicine assessment and upper airway surgical examination. A complete evaluation of patient history, sleep comorbidities, systemic disorders, craniofacial and upper airway anatomy, and other confounding factors should be evaluated. In addition, an awake endoscopy and drug-induced sleep endoscopy (DISE) should be performed.
A definite prerequisite of patient candidate for HNS is CPAP intolerance (defined as CPAP usage lower than five nights per week-4 hrs per night) or the CPAP failure (AHI > 20 despite CPAP usage excluding central sleep apneas). In addition, some patients are unwilling to use CPAP and prefer another kind of treatment. 24 Although HNS is often described as a surgical procedure for highly selected patients, the three major inclusion criteria indicated by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) are moderate to severe OSA (AHI between 15 and 65), body mass index (BMI) <32 kg/m 2 , and absence of complete concentric collapse (CCC) at the soft palate level. 25 Baseline AHI is a fundamental measure for OSA severity, and it should be taken into account when the treatment is chosen. The STAR trial 26 used an AHI between 20 and 50 events per hour as an important inclusion criteria. Both the German Postmarket study 27 and the Adhere Registry 28 showed that OSA severity measured by baseline AHI is not a predictor of therapy response. If Sher criteria 29 (50% reduction in AHI and overall AHI < 20) is used to define treatment response, an elevated AHI (more than 65) is not a HNS contraindication considering the reported treatment success in several studies, leading to a potential benefit for some patients with particularly severe disease. 30, 31 On the other hand, also patients suffering from mild OSA could potentially benefit from HNS, 31 while some issues related to the invasiveness of the implanted device and the related patient discomfort should be taken into account to avoid patients' overtreatment. Moreover, HNS represents an expensive treatment with a cost of approximately 30.000 dollars per patient. As a consequence, this could raise some concerns about the treatment of patients suffering from mild OSA. On the other hand, HNS cost is certainly higher than that of other OSA treatments such as CPAP or oral appliances, but if these devices are not well tolerated, and no clinical improvement is obtained, the economic perspective assumes secondary importance. An elevated BMI is known to be a negative predictor for any kind of OSA treatment, [32] [33] [34] other than a risk factor for OSA development. 2 A retrospective case-control study 35 . It demonstrated that HNS is a safe and effective procedure also for higher-BMI group, obtaining comparable clinical outcome in the two cohorts. On the contrary, the Adhere Registry study highlighted a 8.5% reduced odds of treatment success for each unit increase in BMI. 28 Although further data are needed to clarify this incongruence, it seems that BMI > 32 Kg/m 2 represents only an indirect predictor of HNS response. 36 The positive correlation between BMI and the probability of complete concentric palatal collapse has been described. 37 As a consequence, if a CCC is excluded during DISE, a higher BMI has a low impact on HNS success. In particular, also patients with a BMI > 35 Kg/m 2 can present a good clinical outcome if carefully selected in highly specialized centers. 38 Drug-induced sleep endoscopy (DISE) is currently an essential diagnostic tool able to identify the specific site of collapse (eg, retro-palatal, retro-lingual), the pattern (concentric, anteroposterior, lateral), and the degree (complete, partial) of the obstruction. 39 Moreover, DISE could be safely performed in CPAP-intolerant patients considering the almost absence of adverse events. 40 During the pre-operative patient assessment, DISE is extremely useful to rule out a complete concentric collapse (CCC) at the level of the velum, probably the strongest contraindication to HNS. 23, 40 Furthermore, this obstruction pattern is extremely common with a prevalence of 20% to 25% in OSA patients with CPAP intolerance that are potential candidates for HNS. 41 In these cases, although the other criteria allow for the device implantation, the anatomical pattern of collapse predicts the high risk of treatment failure, and these patients are excluded during DISE examination. Patient age was not considered an exclusion criteria in clinical studies that included adults, and it seems to be not correlated with HNS failure. 42 There was no difference between responders and non-responders in the German Post market study according to patients' age (odds ratio = 0.992). 43 A retrospective case-control study 44 showed that patients (matched for AHI and BMI) older than 65 years presented a similar surgical success rate compared to the younger counterpart, in spite of significantly higher comorbidities. Accordingly, the Adhere Registry data 36 (including 382 patients at 1 year follow-up) showed that higher age is not a predictor of HNS ineffectiveness. In particular, AHI reduction was higher in patients older than 65 years when compared to younger patients. 45 These results are not fully understood, but they could partially be due to the higher adherence detected in the older population, [44] [45] [46] that balance the unfavorable anatomy of these patients cohort. 47, 48 In addition, we highlight that several studies reporting the HNS application in children suffering from Down Syndrome have been recently published with promising results. 49, 50 OSA represents an important comorbidity for this population, and hopefully the device will be approved by the FDA for children in the near future. 51 At present, previous OSA surgery seems to not represent a predictor of HNS response. Although a stratified analysis in the German Postmarket study revealed that a previous uvulopalatopharyngoplasty (UPPP) is associated with higher risk of being non-responders, 43 but as more patients have been included this tendency has not been observed.
52
A retrospective study showed that prior palatal surgery do not influence HNS clinical outcome. 53, 54 Another retrospective analysis found no indication for patients to routinely undergo UPPP before HNS, while palatal surgery could be suggested in case of non-adequate response to HNS after the implantation. 55 Accordingly, a recent study based on the Adhere Registry data (n = 299) showed that previous surgery is not associated with HNS outcomes. 52 In addition to previously described predictors, frequently used exclusion criteria are: more than 25% of central sleep apneas; positional OSA (>50% reduction in AHI between supine and non-supine positions); tonsil size greater than type 2; tongue malformations; alteration of tongue motor activity; marked salivation disorders; neuromuscular disease; hypoglossal-nerve palsy; active psychiatric disease; other non-respiratory sleep disorders; pregnancy; major systemic disorder; requirement of magnetic resonance imaging. The presence of another implantable device was usually considered an exclusion criteria in clinical studies due to the possibility of unintended interaction with the hypoglossal nerve stimulator. A recent feasibility study with fourteen patients showed that the simultaneous use of HNS (Inspire Medical System ® ) with transvenous Cardiac Implantable Electronic Devices (CIED) could be safe, effective and without any devicedevice interactions. 56 Another comorbidity that should be considered during patient selection is insomnia. It has been described that 39-58% of OSA patients suffer from comorbid insomnia and sleep apnea (COMISA). 57 The coexistence of this condition is strictly related to reduced CPAP tolerance with a resultant reduced therapy adherence.
58,59
As a consequence, insomnia treatment leads to an increased acceptance and use of CPAP therapy with a great benefit in the long-term period. 60, 61 At this time, there are no studies assessing the role of insomnia in HNS. However, it could be suspected that patients suffering from COMISA are prone to a low HNS usage. In particular, the nerve stimulation might worsen patient's insomnia due to arousals that might be produced by tongue movements, as already shown by the Adhere Registry study that detected insomnia due to HNS in the 5% of the patients post-operatively. 28 On the other hand, we have to consider that HNS titration aims to reduce arousal events, as demonstrated by the significant reduction of the arousal index at the STAR trial 5 years follow-up (27.8 ± 11.7 to 7.8 ± 9.7 events per hour). 62 Although we do not currently have data quantifying the influence of insomnia in HNS compliance and usage, it is advisable to screen insomnia during HNS patient selection, and to treat this comorbidity with cognitive and behavioral therapy in order to increase long-term therapy adherence.
adherence and facilitate the implantation and the titration processes. In particular, patients counseling on surgical procedure, post-operative titration and expectations of therapy outcomes assumes a central role in patients' selection for HNS. 30 
Hypoglossal Nerve Stimulation in the Era of Precision Medicine
In the last years, the term "precision medicine" has become widespread in several health fields and medical specialties. [64] [65] [66] It is based on the fundamental concept that all individuals with the same disorder are not the same, because several factors (genetic, epigenetic, environment, etc.) contribute to each patient phenotype. 67 This is particularly true for OSA patients according to several cohort studies that showed various physiologic and clinical patients' subtypes. [68] [69] [70] From this perspective, OSA patients are characterized by different pathophysiological mechanisms, clinical manifestations, and different therapy response, and we should take account of these differences in our clinical practice. 71, 72 The possibility to distinguish different clinical phenotypes will allow to obtain a customized OSA patient management. In particular, a better understanding of a multilevel phenotypic characterization could help to determine the risk of future complications and response to different treatment options. Symptoms, polysomnographic data, airway collapse pattern, and comorbidity could, indeed, assist our clinical practice leading to an improved treatment success rate. 72 The evaluation of OSA patients can no longer depend only on AHI and oxygen desaturation index (ODI) quantification.
In the context of a customized management for OSA patients, the HNS represents one of the most promising tools. The relationship between personalized medicine and HNS has become clear from different perspectives. As already outlined above, several inclusion criteria used in clinical studies are not predictors of HNS success. Only the identification of CCC during DISE seems to be an useful tool during preoperative patient selection. Although HNS success rate is promising and comparable to other accepted surgical approaches (such as UPPP or modified-UPPP), almost one third of patients are considered as a nonresponder in the long-term period. 20 The reason why these patients do not benefit from HNS is currently unknown. On the other hand, some patients outside baseline inclusion parameters showed an optimal clinical response. 31 This clinical scenario should lead us to realize that OSA treatment could not be chosen on the basis of predetermined indications, while each patient should be assessed independently, trying to customize disease management based on several clinical aspects. HNS success is strictly dependent on a set of small factors that alone can greatly influence the clinical outcome. This is particularly true for patients' follow-up other than pre-operative selection. Although an adequate pre-operative evaluation of these patients is needed to ensure an optimal post-operative clinical outcome, the postoperative care and, in particular, the device titration has a central role in the long-term period. The follow-up of these patients has important differences compared to other OSA surgical procedure, because it extremely influences HNS long-term clinical outcome, and it could be provided in highly specialized centers with a relevant experience with this procedure. 30, 73 One of the fundamental advantages of HNS is that of being an adjustable medical device. Several stimulation parameters (stimulation amplitude, configuration, etc.) can be titrated in the clinical or sleep laboratory setting in order to improve HNS effectiveness, and patients' comfort. In particular, advanced titration of HNS therapy could even convert an initial non-responder into a responder in some cases. 18, 19 Based on the concept of personalized medicine, an adequate patient selection will lead to a proper clinical outcome only if it is supported by proper patient follow-up. We must bear in mind that OSA is a chronic condition with unavoidable long-term patient evolution that requires a longitudinal care model. Patients' follow-up should not be reduced only to a post-operative PSG assessment as usual after OSA surgical treatment. All patients should be followed through a strict protocol after HNS implantation in order to achieve a long-term clinical benefit. It could be necessary to periodically perform titration, especially during the first-year post-implantation, depending on PSG data or patient symptoms and comfort. We have to consider that HNS titration aim is to balance patient device tolerability (in order to improve therapy adherence and sleep quality) with the best PSG values reasonably achievable. As a consequence, a single night measurement could not determine AHI final outcome because some patients need to get accustomed to the device. During an in-laboratory sleep study, the device is adjusted until respiratory abnormalities are eliminated. An external programming device controlled by the physician, and composed of a tablet computer and a telemetry unit, customizes HNS settings in order to optimize OSA control and patient comfort. HNS parameters that are identified as best for the individual patient are then configured in a narrow range that could be modulated by the patient through a remote control at home. Moreover, the patient possibility to modulate these parameters (eg, voltage) within a preset range is perfectly integrated in the context of personalized medicine. HNS provides the opportunity for patients to play an active role in their own care, with a potential improvement in therapy adherence and treatment efficacy which is still to be quantified. 74 Patient involvement is taking a central role in OSA management both in treatment choice 24 and assessment of treatment response. 75, 76 In the clinical setting, some patients are satisfied with their clinical improvement, while the PSG data indicate treatment failure and classify these patients as nonresponders. Although the patient may not obtain a complete improvement of the AHI, there is a justification for the implant if the quality-of-life parameters improves in the long-term period. As already mentioned, we know that we cannot base our success exclusively on the AHI, although this is the primary outcome parameter at this moment. An improvement in other features such as better sleep quality, lower glucose levels, lower blood pressure, is able to make patients feel better and happy.
In the case of a device-based treatment (eg, CPAP or HNS), the patients' compliance and device usage represents an important parameter that could assess patient satisfaction from an objective perspective. 77 The possibility to quantify HNS adherence and the related patients' compliance through a remote control during the follow-up represents an indirect measure of patient satisfaction. 78 Moreover, it was demonstrated that providing objective adherence data to patients with OSA could enhance treatment compliance. , with an antero-posterior pharyngeal collapse during DISE, are the "classic" responders to this therapy. On the other hand, patients suffering from severe OSA, with a multi-level or concentric upper airway collapse and severe obesity, are usually excluded from clinical trials due to the elevated risk of treatment failure. 82 Although some contradictory results have been published in the past, the last evidences are promising in terms of treatment efficacy and tolerability. 83 In the future, new technical advances and the device refinement are expected in order to better define the role of the transcutaneous stimulation in the treatment of OSA.
Summary
HNS is a promising OSA treatment that differs from previous surgical approaches. Pre-operative patient selection is the first step to achieve a proper clinical outcome. Although HNS is currently performed in highly selected patients, several baseline parameters seem to be not related to the post-operative outcome. According to existing data, the patients' age, BMI, pre-implantation AHI, and previous surgeries are not directly involved in HNS success and could not be considered as useful predictors during the selection process. At this moment, the strongest contraindication to HNS is the complete concentric collapse of the soft palate detected during DISE, which is an essential assessment tool for pre-operative patient selection. In the era of "precision medicine", the decision to perform HNS in patients suffering from moderate to severe OSA is definitely dependent on numerous factors. In this context, the most promising HNS feature is the longitudinal care model that could be provided through strict patient followup and device titration. The possibility to modulate HNS parameters after the implantation leads to a customized OSA management, as requested by the increasingly widespread "precision medicine". Moreover, the participatory role of patients in their own care is consistent with the technology that is now available in sleep medicine, that will optimistically improve patients' compliance and clinical outcomes in the near future.
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